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Flag of Communist Romania. The new flag is just the blue, yellow and red fields with no central emblem. 
 

Romanian Profile 
 
Alternate Names: 
Rumanian 
 
Number of Speakers: 
Approximately 25 million  
 
Key Dialects: 
Daco Romanian, Macedo Romanian 
Megleno Romanian, Istro Romanian  
 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Romanian is the official language of Romania and claims a total of 25 million speakers (Grimes 1992). 
Approximately 20 million live in Romania (90% of the population); 3 million in Moldovia (Moldovian Romanian); 
and 875,000 in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, and Albania. Immigrant communities 
throughout Europe, Canada, Australia, and the United States also use it. 
 
LINGUISTIC AFFILIATION 
 
Romanian is a Romance language belonging to the Italic branch of the Indo-European family. Although closely 
related to Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, it is the only Romance language to have developed in eastern 
Europe. For this reason, it is sometimes classified as Balkan Romance. It does share approximately 70 percent of 
its vocabulary with the other Romance languages, mostly Italian and French followed by Sardinian, Catalan, 
Portuguese, Rhaeto Romance, and Spanish. 
 
LANGUAGE VARIATION 
 
Scholars disagree about how to classify dialects of Romanian. Some argue that variants that were traditionally 
considered to be dialects -- namely, Megleno Romanian, Istro Romanian, and Aromanian -- should now be 
considered separate languages. The more or less acceptable dialect divisions are: Eastern Daco Romanian 
(including Moldavian); Western Daco Romanian (including Transylvanian); Southern Daco Romanian (including 
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the standard, Muntenian/Wallachian); Aromanian (including Macedo Romanian and spoken in northern Greece, 
Albania, and the south of the former Yugoslavia); Megleno Romanian (spoken in a small area north of Salonika); 
and Istro Romanian (spoken on the Istrian peninsula of the former Yugoslavia). Some of the various dialects, 
while not immediately mutually intelligible, can be understood with effort. Other sources break Romanian down to 
the following dialects: Moldavian, Muntenian (Walachian), Transylvanian, Banat, Bayash.  
 

 
ORTHOGRAPHY 
 
Romanian is written in a Roman alphabet that was instituted in 1859. Prior to that it was written in a Cyrillic 
alphabet introduced into Romanian via Old Church Slavic, the language for religious texts. The Roman alphabet 
now used in Romanian employs diacritics over certain vowels. In addition, a cedilla is used under the letters s and 
t to represent [sh] and [ts], respectively. Cyrillic continues to be used for Moldavian, which is treated as a separate 
language largely for political reasons. 
 
LINGUISTIC SKETCH 
 
Romanian is an inflected language comparable to other Romance languages. However, unlike other Romance 
languages, Romanian has retained a case system. It uses two nominal cases: the nominative/accusative and 
genitive/dative. A third and rarely used case, the vocative, is a Slavic influence and is in the process of 
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disappearing. Three grammatical genders, masculine, feminine, and irregular (masculine in the singular and 
feminine in the plural) are distinguished. Word order is Subject-Verb-Object, although OVS also occurs. 
 
Romanian has seven vowels and three diphthongs. Consonant clusters occur at the beginning of syllables, which 
is unusual among Romance languages. Stress can occur on any syllable. Varying the stressed syllable can 
change meaning. 
 
Romanian has borrowed vocabulary from the surrounding Slavic languages, most noticeably in the religious 
sphere. Turkish and Greek words entered the language during the period that the Greeks rules Romania on 
behalf of the Turks, from 1711-1821. 
 

 

 
ROLE IN SOCIETY 
 
Romanian is the national language of Romania, where it is spoken as a first language by more than 90 percent of 
the population. Romania is, however, also home to a sizable Hungarian ethnic minority as well as to Germans, 
Romany peoples, Turks, Tatars and others Slavic language speakers.  
 
Romanian is used in all spheres of life. Educational instruction is in Romanian through the university level, 
although schooling is also available in German and Hungarian for minorities. In 1990, there were 1,700 
magazines and newspaper in publication, the vast majority of which were in Romanian. Standard Romanian is 
used and accepted at all levels of society. 
 
HISTORY 
 
Latin (primarily Vulgar Latin) was introduced to the regions of the Carpathian Mountains and the lower Danube by 
the Roman armies of the emperor Trajan (AD 106-271) and was adopted by the indigenous people of the region. 
Romanian is thought to have developed from Latin during the fifth and sixth centuries. During the seventh and 
eighth centuries, the Romanian speaking population came into contact with and were influenced by their Slavic 
neighbors. However, the essential Latin character of Romanian endured despite a long period of isolation from 
Western Latin languages. Other influences include Hungarian, Turkish, and Modern Greek. The earliest written 
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texts in Romanian date from the sixteenth century, the first extant text being a letter from 1521. Texts appearing 
shortly thereafter are primarily religious translations from Old Church Slavic.  
 
Romanian's modern standard language developed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries during a 
movement to "relatinize" the language. Intellectuals and writers, particularly in Transylvania (the "Transylvania 
School"), embraced Western Latin cultures and languages, attempting to purge the language of Slavic elements. 
During this period, the first Romanian grammars were written, translations from Western literature were made, 
and use of the Roman alphabet became standard. This trend continued through the unification of the country in 
1859, and survives up to the present day in the Romanian Academy, which has taken responsibility for the 
"reromancing" of the language since the 1940s. Neologisms, for example, are generally not taken unaltered into 
the language; an attempt is made to unify them for grammatical gender and number. 
 
ACADEMIC RESOURCES 
 
Romanian is taught in at least fourteen universities in the United States and Canada (Linguistic Society of 
America 1992). Some include the Ohio State University, Rochester University, University of California at Los 
Angeles and Berkeley, Indiana University, Cornell, and University of North Carolina. 
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Accent Issues 
 
Speakers of English as a second language will make some predictable pronunciation errors. Some of these arise 
from: 
• the unpredictability of English stressing patterns; 
• the divergence between spelling and pronunciation in English; 
• the presence of certain sounds in English that do not appear in the primary language; 
• the absence of certain sounds in English that are important in the primary language. 
 
As a result of these factors, an accent is constructed by guessing at patterns of mistakes that a speaker might 
make. Some other influences on those possible mistakes are: 
• when and where the person studied English (most Europeans are taught British (RP) English); 
• how old the person was when they started study (children learn languages with more facility than adults); 
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• whether English was learned more by reading or through conversation (learning predominantly through 
reading tends to lead to a more stilted accent with more stressing errors and spelling pronunciations). 

 
Romanian Accent Characteristics 
 
• sound is placed forward with a slight nasal tonal resonance 
• vowel sounds are short and clipped 
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Vowel Substitutions 
 

[ˆ] ➵ [I] Sample Words 

 HAPPY, silly, chamois, Raleigh, goalie, Chelsea, coffee, money, 

scampi  

 Sample Phrases 

 plenty of candy, very many, nobody study, army walkie-talkie, differently panicky, 

military duty, happy baby, only the lonely, empty lobby 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Lily's ability to sing in English is pitiful, unfortunately. 

b) Danny hadn't any money for honey. 

c) I'm happy to fight the tyranny of a gloomy enemy. 

 

[I] ➵ [i] Sample Words 

 KIT, it, myth, gui lt, busy, taken, image, women, captain, breeches, 

before 

 Sample Phrases 

 in this institute, trivial issues, build cities, did this whispering, kiss his lips, six women, 

didn't give this, guilty thrill 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Lydia's delicious chip dip was a hit. 

b) Rick's impish grin has a wicked twist to it. 

c) I'm simply sitting, sipping gin; is it sinful? 
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[”] ➵ [œ] Sample Words 

 DRESS, met, dead, leopard, heifer, bury-berry, guest, said, any, Thames 

 Sample Phrases 

 get well, December 20, best friend, felt better, tell everyone, general revolution, there he 

went again, when I said on the telephone 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Ted sent an excellently well-penned letter. 

b) Beth never intended to get the wretched strep infection. 

c) Many men intended to lend gems. 

 

[œ] ➵ [”] Sample Words 

 TRAP, had, plaid, guarantee, handyman, planet, banner 

 Sample Phrases 

 ran back after, had managed to plan, handed a magazine, tank commander, attack of 

cramp, bangbang crackers, black armbands 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) The ragged hag staggered with her baggage. 

b) Max had a passionate chat after class. 

c) Dad's dashing fashions were a bit too flashy. 

 

by set ➵ [O] Sample Words 

 THOUGHT, flaw, taunt, balk, a ll, ought 
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 Sample Phrases 

 paused in thought, awful laws, water for daughter, talk of naught, saw a flaw, brought at 

auction, all applauded, small talk 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Paul bought prawns in sauce. 

b) Lacking audacity, I'm awful at small talk. 

c) The auditors saw all her awkward faults. 

 

[Á] ➵ [u] Sample Words 

 FOOT, took, wo lf, wou ld, pu ll, bullet 

 Sample Phrases 

 good looking, pull the wool, put bulldozer's hook, cook bullion, sugar cookies, look for 

the butcher, cookbook 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) I'm hooked on goodies like sugar cookies and pudding. 

b) Pull the wool from the wooden hook. 

c) The pushy woman gave him a fulsome look. 

 

[Ø] ➵ [A, a] Sample Words 

 STRUT, tub, come, touch, blood, does 

 Sample Phrases 

 someone or other, rough trouble, pulse flutters enough , crushed skull, much luck, 

drunk husband, Hungarian truck, come running, some hunger, hugging each other 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) There were hundreds of people waiting to give blood... luckily I was able to give 

blood. 

b) She was flooded with fun and money. 

c) Brother stunned mother last summer with his impulsive stunts. 

 

[E] ➵ spelling 
pronunciations 

Sample Words 

 COMMA, affirm, soda, telephone, possible, oppose, purpose, melody, 

upon, suppose, chorus, labyrinth, sirrah, national, gorgeous, vicious, 

porous, Confucius, the (weak form before a consonant), 

to (weak form before a consonant) 

 Sample Phrases 

 intercontinental telephone, university, family, expression of confusedness, incredible 

animal, difficult moments 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Her voluminous vanity was seriously tedious to the media. 

b) Life in a utopia leads to hysteria, paranoia, and trivial delirium. 

c) Hillary felt incomparably miserable as a secretary. 

 

[∏±] ➵ spelling 
pronunciations 

Sample Words 

 NURSE, certain, first, curt, myrtle, myrrh, worse, rehearse, courteous, 

chauffeur, colonel 

 Sample Phrases 

 early bird, worst words, purple curtains, first birthday, nurse in surgery, heard curses, 

perfect murder, urgent thirst, hurt girlfriend 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) The first rehearsal was certainly jerky. 

b) We must work to worship virtue. 

c) You worm, you cur, you murderer. 

 
Diphthong Substitutions 

[eI*] ➵ [e] Sample Words 

 FACE, ate-eight, rain-rein-reign, pray-prey, great-grate, gauge, 

cliché, ballet, matinée  

 Sample Phrases 

 today is the day, came away, waited at the TV station, day train, painful cases, stayed 

with patients, say you'll pray, paint away 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) This apparatus will aid the survey and arrange the data. 

b) We prayed in vain for a break from the rain and hail. 

c) The neighbors were enraged to be awakened by the wailing babe. 

 

[oÁ*] ➵ [o, Å] Sample Words 

[Å] is used as a 
spelling  

GOAT, so-sew-sow, sou l-so le-Seou l, coat, doe-dough, mauve, 

beau-bow, yeoman, broach-brooch 

pronunciation for 
words spelled with  

Sample Phrases 

"o" plainclothes policemen, nobody goes home, alone in the road, don't know him also, 

radio code, open window, explode in the bones, old widow 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) "A Romantic Oasis for Bohemian Nomads, " boasted the hotel's brochure. 

b) The noble poet wrote his notes slowly. 

c) Soldiers are going to confront the stone throwers. 

 
[aÁ*] ➵ [AÁ*, oÁ*] Sample Words 

[oÁ*] is used as a 
spelling  

MOUTH, house, bow-bough  

pronunciation for 
words spelled with  

Sample Phrases 

"ou" about the house, about an hour, doubt the power, houses downtown, astound the 

crowds, shout it out loudly 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) McDowell mouthed his vows then slouched sourly out of the confessional. 

b) The loud crowd was shouting about an hour out of town. 

c) One lousy grouch can bring down a thousand highbrows. 

 

"AU, OU" spellings are often given spelling pronunciations of [AÁ*, oÁ*] 

 Sample Words 

 auto, author, daughter, caution, brought, fought, house, loud 

 Sample Phrases 

 fraud in August, haul south, audience doubted, because the crowd shouted, announce 

applause 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) Ought authors to have raucous thoughts. 

b) The cause of the slaughter was the fault of the authorities. 

c) Saul audaciously taught that we ought to be cautious. 

 
Diphthong of "R" Substitutions 
In general all diphthongs of "R" and rhotic vowels [∏±, E±] are retroflexed into a "hard R" sound. 
 

[ÁE*±] ➵ [uE*±∞] Sample Words 

 CURE, poor, tour, sure, jury, Moor-moor-Moore  

 Sample Phrases 

 you're sure, poorly planned tour, assure security, curious mural, furious European, 

curious and furious 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) You can be sure he's poor, but will endure his obscurity. 

b) Isn't this detour a bit premature? 

c) Touring the moors is an endurance test for the insecure. 

 
Consonant Substitutions 

[T] ➵ [f] Sample Words 

 th ick, Matthew 

 Sample Phrases 

 lethal author, youthful throng, birthday in the cathedral, athletic atheist, mirthful brothel 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) Is theology as therapeutic as it is thoughtful? 

b) Save your theatrics for the theatre, Ethel. 

c) Beth strayed from the path of truth this month. 

 

[D] ➵ [d1] Sample Words 

 th is, lathe 

 Sample Phrases 

 breathing smoothly, loathing further, southern clothing, father and mother and brother 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Keep breathing, even though you're writhing in pain. 

b) There are those who are always there for me. 

c) Don't gather any more feathers if its too much bother. 

 

 Sample Words 

[d] ➵ [d1] dab, padd le, stored  

[t] ➵ [t1] top, better, hit, helped, Thames, ptomaine, doubt, right 

 Sample Phrases 

 twenty-two temptations, tighten the middle, beating the batter, tar on the road, tanks 

turn round, demanded attention 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Put it down on the cutting table, Peter. 

b) Just a bit of lettuce and a dozen potatoes went into the tureen. 

c) I'll write a demanding letter at a later date. 

 

[h] ➵ [C] Sample Words 
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 he, who, mishap 

 Sample Phrases 

 home with my husband, hiding in the hotel, how hateful, heard what happened, home 

on holiday, heard hooligans 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Henry had a happy holiday in Hollywood, not high in the Himalayas. 

b) How was her behavior at rehearsals, anyhow? 

c) The herd hurried up the hill away from the hailstorm. 

 

[r] ➵ [r·] Sample Words 

 r ight-r ite-wr ite-Wr ight, carry, rheumatism 

 Sample Phrases 

 brought from factories, breaking the rules, driving the wrong route, favorite thrillers, 

bringing drink, Radio Free Europe 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) The previous president provided proof of profound progress. 

b) Troy will triumph if he reaches his tryst in Trenton. 

c) A rich and rare reward is yours in this country retreat. 
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[N] ➵ [Ng] when followed by a vowel sound 

[Ng] ➵ [N]  

[Nk] ➵ [N] 

 Sample Words 

 sing ing, bank, tongue  

 Sample Phrases 

 bring along, sing on, long island, longest angles, single banker, youngest singer 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Those spangles nearly strangled that singer. 

b) The bell hung at too much of an angle to jangle. 

c) Speaking as the youngest, I think your language is become angry sounding. 

 

[l] ➵ [:] Sample Words 

 l ily, lovely, sil ly 

 Sample Phrases 

 felt a little ill, tell you to pull, flower seller, eleven children, he will fall, killed himself, like 

a wild animal, people will tell 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Will someone else waltz with the little old lady? 

b) I'll sell you a whole load of tall tales. 

c) Bill will kill for a dill pickle. 
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[j] ➵ "Liquid U" used when [d, n, l, s, t, T] is followed by "U, EW", as in British 
pronunciations 

[j] ➵ is dropped in poly-syllabic words where its use is common in the US and Britain. 

 Sample Words 

 tune, duke, student, superb, lubricious, new, enthusiasm 

communist, manipu lated, security, situation, educated 

 Sample Phrases 

 unusual tune, university students, stupid nuisance, communist Securitate, knew no 

news, nuclear fuel 

 Sample Sentences 

 a) Dracula's communion with Lucifer was a spectacular event. 

b) Tuberculosis is curable, but reduces one's enthusiasm for inoculations. 

c) His crude masculine humor, was a nuisance. 

 
Final voiced consonants are unvoiced: 

[b] ➵ [p] [d] ➵ [t] [g] ➵ [k] 

[v] ➵ [f] [z] ➵ [s] [Z] ➵ [S] 
[dZ] ➵ [tS]   
 

 Sample Words 

 tube, stored, lag, egg, judge, badge, garage, mirage, verve, of, Steve, was, 

close, buzz  

 Sample Phrases 

 his words, club cab, hid the bag, big dog, five lives, beige corsage, badge of courage 
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 Sample Sentences 

 a) Bob made big loaves of unleavened breadb) Five for bridge made an odd 

menage.c) As a badge of prestige, a Mercedes was good to drive. 

 
 
 

Notes: 
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THE CONSONANT SOUNDS OF ENGLISH 
VOICED UNVOICED 

STRUCTURE IPA  
SYMBOL 

KEY WORD IPA  
SYMBOL 

KEY WORD QUALITY 

PLOSIVE      
Bi-Labial [b] bob [bÅb] [p] plead [plid]  
Lingua-Alveolar [d] did[dId] [t] tree [tri]  
Lingua-Velar [g] grog [grÅg] [k] class [klœs]  
NASAL      
Bi-Labial [m] 

[m`] 
mime [maI*m] 
atom ["œtm`] 

   
syllabic 

Lingua-Alveolar [n] 
[n`] 

none [nøn] 
even ["ivn`] 

   
syllabic 

Lingua-Velar [N] singing ["sININ]    
LATERAL      
Lingua-Alveolar [l] 

[:] 
[:`] 

lily ["lIlÈ] 
pill [pI:] 
tonal ["toU*n:`] 

  released 
unreleased 
syllabic 

FRICATIVE      
Labio-Dental [v] verve [v‰±v] [f] fluff [fløf]  
Lingua-Alveolar [z] zooms [zumz] [s] cease [sis]  
Lingua-Palatal [Z] vision ["vIZ´n] [S] shush [SøS]  
Lingua-Dental [D] this [DIs] [T] thing [TIN]  
Retroflexed [r] rural ["rUr´:]    
GLIDE      
Bi-Labial [w] witch [wItS] [∑] which [∑ItS]  
Lingua-Palatal [j] yacht [jAt]    
AFFRICATE      
Lingua-Palatal [dZ] judge [dZødZ] [tS] church [tS‰±tS]  

 

VOWEL SOUNDS of AMERICAN ENGLISH 
Ref. # IPA Symbol Key Word Spelled Key Word in Symbol Description 
1 [i] 

[È] 

heed 
hilly 

[hid] 
["hIlÈ] 

[i] - Highest forward placed vowel; typically on stressed syllables; 
lips wide, unrounded. 
[È] - Placed between [i] and [I]; used on  
unstressed sylables, particularly (y) and (ie)  
spelled endings; sometimes noted as [I]. 

2 [I] hid [hId] [I] - Mid-high front vowel; lips unrounded. 

3 [e] 1   [e] - Mid-front vowel; rarely heard in its pure 
form in standard English. Part of the diphthong 
[eI*]. 

4 [E] head [hEd] [E] - Mid-low front vowel, lips unrounded. 

5 [œ] had [hœd] [œ] - Lowest forward placed vowel; unrounded. 

6 [a]   [a] - Occurs in the diphthongs [aI*, aU*]. 
Sometimes found in American speech in words 
like ask [ask], as such, is perceived to be  
dialectal. 

                                                      
1 Where there is no key word next to a symbol, those sounds are usually only used in combination with another 
vowel, and aren't heard alone. 
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7 [A] father ["fAD´±] [A] - Lowest back vowel; lips unrounded. 

8 [Å] hod [hÅd] [Å] - Low back vowel; lips slightly rounded. 

9 [O] lawyer ["lOj´±] [O] - Mid-low back vowel; lips very rounded 

10 [o]   [o] - Part of the diphthong [oU*]. Sometimes 
occurs in its pure form on unstressed  
syllables, as in opinion [o"pInj´n]. 

11 [U] hood [hUd] [U] - Mid-high back vowel; lips forward. 

12 [u] hoot [hut] [u] - Highest back vowel; lips very rounded. 

13 [ø] hut [høt] [ø] - Referred to as the "neutral" vowel. Found 
on stressed syllables only; central vowel; lips 
unrounded. 

14 [´] 
[„] 

above 
murmur 

[´"bøv] 
["m‰±m„] 

[´] - Unstressed "neutral" vowel; central vowel. 
[„] - Unstressed "neutral" vowel with  
"r coloring"; central vowel 

15 [‰] 
[‰±] 

furry 
 
herd 

["f‰rÈ] 
 
[h‰±d] 

[‰] - Found on stressed syllables only; central 
vowel. 
[‰±] - Found on stressed syllables only, with  
"r coloring"; central vowel 

 

DIPHTHONGS of AMERICAN ENGLISH 
Ref. # IPA Symbol Key Word Spelled Key Word in Symbol Description 
3, 2 [eI*] hay [heI*] mid-front to high-front 
6, 2 [aI*] high [haI*] low-center to high-front 
9, 2 [OI*] hoist [hOI*st] low-back to high-front 
6,11 [aU*] how [haU*] low-center to high-back 
10,11 [oU*] hoe [hoU*] mid-back to high-back 
  DIPHTHONGS OF [´±,    
 [I„*, I´* r] hear [hI„*]  - Diphthongs of [´±] will change to a 
 [e„*,e´* r] hair [he„*] vowel followed by [r] when the next 
 [A„*,A´* r] far [fA„*] sound is a vowel, as in: far away  
 [O„*,A´* r] hoar [hO„*] [fA´*r´"weI*], here is [hI´*"rIz], for us  
 [U„*,U´* r] poor [pU„*] [fO´*"røs]. 
  Triphthongs   
 [aI*„*, aI*´* r] fire [faI*„*] - Triphthongs of [„] will change in the 

same manner as the above diphthongs 
 [aU*„*, aU*´* r] hour [aU„*] when followed by a vowel sound. 
 


